An Oasis of calm, straight from London, England,
to NeoCon, Chicago.
Imagine hush, in a world of rush. Now imagine experiencing it in an open plan office,
then discover the reality, straight from London, England.
Tranquility is hard to find in open plan offices, but the latest collection from leading
British office furniture experts Frem Group offers a haven of calm, in their range of
phone booths and meeting pods designs.
Frem’s original Oasis Phone Booth is inspired by the iconic British Phone Box, which
has brightened up High Streets across Great Britain for nearly 100 years. Frem’s
Oasis Phone Booth is a thoroughly modern space, however, providing the perfect
peaceful place for a phone call or video conference. The self-contained booth gives
the user absolute calm, and total privacy, with top of the range acoustically
absorbent materials for uninterrupted focus.
The Oasis Phone Booth has been such a success, both sides of the Atlantic. Frem
have developed a range of complementary products, to be launched at NeoCon, The
Mart, Chicago, from June 12th- 14th.
The Oasis Collection will comprise of three ranges: Oasis Linear, Oasis Soft and
Oasis Sky, each designed to give customers space to think.
Oasis Linear includes the new and improved Phone Booth and a collection of Duo
and Team Booths. The range is available in fabric as standard with the option of
either a laminate or veneer exterior for a bold contemporary look. All Phone Booths
have a smart, unique multi-touch interface to control the lighting, fan, and booking
facility. The open fronted Team Booth, gives enough privacy for informal functions:
from a meeting space to a chill out room. You could even add a bed for power naps.
Oasis Soft is upholstered in tactile, sound-absorbing fabric, to give a softer, homely
feel. With a wide range of colours and fabrics to choose from, each comes with
relaxed curved corners. The Oasis Soft portfolio covers a wide range of needs from
low level hubs and open booths, to fully enclosed meeting pods. Both open booths
and meeting pods come with the option of either an open fixed louvre ceiling or
stretched fabric with diffused ambient lighting.
Lastly, Oasis Sky is a unique premium range of external pods which allow businesses
to create additional office speak from under-utilised outside space. It’s distinctive
contemporary style certainly makes it stand out in a crowd.

Acoustic control for peace and privacy

The acoustically absorbent multi-layer panel system results in an increase in
speech privacy by reducing excessive reverberation within the space. The hard
surface on the panel exterior combined with the 2.5mm rubber layer helps block
the transmission of unwanted sound from the outside.
The combination of both absorption and blocking results in a much more
comfortable working environment.
Calm comes as standard
The Oasis Collection offers many standard features, like hydraulically closing doors,
LED lighting and an air circulation fan. Optional extras include integrated multi-touch
screens, power modules, seat sensors, and meeting booking systems.
Frem’s in-house design team created the Oasis Collection to counteract some of the
more challenging aspects of open plan offices. They designed the range to meet the
needs of modern working practices with two distinctive styles: sleek and
contemporary, or soft and domestic.
Our expanded Oasis range offers customers more flexibility indoors or outdoors,
single occupancy through to team collaboration. Whether the soothing curves of the
Soft range, or the sophisticated good looks of the Linear range, they are easily built
within an existing open plan space, to provide an oasis of quiet and calm.
Be the first to experience the Oasis Collection, by visiting Frem Group’s stand at 74124, NeoCon.
Look out for our Oasis Linear Phone Booth, which will be specially decorated to
celebrate Frem’s great British heritage. Relax in our Oasis Linear Duo Booth and
Oasis Soft Team Booth to find out more about our collection. Of course, every piece
of furniture Frem designs can be customized to your specification, so chat to our
team about the different options and sizes available, so you can create your own
Oasis of calm, anywhere in your business.
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Frem are a leading UK manufacturer of innovative office, reception and meeting
room furniture, storage solutions and library furniture. From bespoke reception
areas and boardrooms, to standard desks and seating, storage and acoustic
solutions; Frem do it all. With respected in-house designers, and experienced, highlyskilled engineers and cabinet makers, Frem provide superior quality solutions,
manufactured to the highest standards.
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